I poured my soul into the work and the work has traced the path of my life and of the lives of many of my associates.

Silvio Chiaravalli
A large machinery fleet built up over the years acquired from the best manufacturers in the world.

The points of strength of Chiaravalli Group SpA can be identified in its MISSION to become the Italian and European Technology Centre of excellence in the field of Mechanical Transmission Components.
Chiaravalli Group SpA offer an extensive mechanical machining service, utilising a wide range of multi-tasking high quality and high precision machinery, able to fulfil the most sophisticated requirements from all product areas.

A very modern machinery fleet, constantly up-dated thanks to substantial yearly-planned investments.
Chiaravalli Group SpA: a technological world made of encompassing hard work, know-how and expertise, all at our customers’ disposal.

Mechanical Machining demands reliable, qualified suppliers, with long production experience, a skilful staff and a production system able to cope with the large variety of exacting requirements in today’s market.

Chiaravalli Group SpA is the fruit of all this. Competence, experience, technology, flexibility and reliability: these are the key elements that identify a structured plan of cooperation, able to meet the expectations of the most demanding customers.
MACHINING OF MECHANICAL COMPONENTS TO DRAWING

with various types of teeth

Our aim is to assist the customer with processing any requirement for special non-standard and bespoke components by offering great flexibility in production, high-precision machining, optimized delivery times, material certification, machining quality certification.
Our product quality is certified by means of 6 measuring rooms and manual inspection checks carried out at every production stage.
Industrial supplies for standard mechanical components.

Chiaravalli Group SpA Logistics has established itself over time as the outstanding unrivalled leader of all European companies in the field of mechanical transmission components.

Our logistics centre has a comprehensive database and the dedicated planning resources required to facilitate efficient product storage, packing and shipment.

www.chiaravalli.com